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Exercise 1: Iris Clustering (K-means) 

Objectives: 

• Create your first Qlik Sense app that leverages AAI to do K-means clustering in R. 

• Learn about the expression syntax required to implement AAI via SSEtoRServe to R in 

general, and K-means clustering in specific.  

 

1. Open Qlik Sense hub and create new application. 

a. Name this app ‘Iris Clusters’. 

2. Add the iris dataset to the app. 

a. This file will be found within the ‘AAI Files’ directory of the AWS instance you are 

working in. 

b. Drag and drop this file to add the data to your app. 

c. Reload the app. 

3. Create a sheet showing scatter plot of iris petal widths by 
petal lengths colored by species. 

a. Name you sheet “Irises by Known Species (Color by Dimension)”. 

b. Add a scatter plot object. 

c. Use ‘observation’ for the dimension. 

d. Use ‘Avg([petal length])’ for the first measure. 

e. Use ‘Avg([petal width])’ for the second measure. 

f. Configure the scatter plot to color by dimension using [iris species].  

4. Create a sheet with the same scatter plot, but colored by 
K-means clusters. 

a. Name you sheet “Iris Classification without Species Information ( Using K-means 

Clustering for Approximation)”. 

b. Add a scatter plot object. 

c. Use ‘observation’ for the dimension. 

d. Use ‘Avg([petal length])’ for the first measure. 

e. Use ‘Avg([petal width])’ for the second measure. 

f. Configure the scatter plot to color by expression.  

g. For the color by expression use: R.ScriptEval('kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, 

q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 20)$cluster', [petal length] as petLen, [petal width] 

as petWid, [sepal length] as sepLen, [sepal width] as sepWid) 

 

Take a moment to observe that the two scatter plots are very similar. Of course, the species 

classification in the first sheet is 100% accurate (because we are using the explicit species field), 
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but cases where we may not have access to the species information, we could use the K-means 

clustering algorithm to group the observations in to approximate groupings.  

 

Also, note that we are clustering taking into account four separate factors, two of which are not 

used at all the scatter pot measures ([sepal width] and [sepal length]).  

 

 

5. R syntax discussion 

a. R.ScriptEval('kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster', [petal length] as petLen, [petal width] as petWid, [sepal length] as 

sepLen, [sepal width] as sepWid) 

The “R.” tells Qlik Sense that the following expression should be evaluated by an 

Advanced Analytics Integration connector, specifically, in this instance the analytic 

connection we named “R” when we registered it in the QMC (or in the desktop’s 

.settings.ini file). 

 

b. R.ScriptEval('kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster', [petal length] as petLen, [petal width] as petWid, [sepal length] as 

sepLen, [sepal width] as sepWid) 

The “ScriptEval()” function is exposed by the SSEtoRServe connector. It  basically 

says that the following text should be passed on by the connector and evaluated by 

the 3rd party data engine listening at the other end of the connector (in our case R). 

There are several variants of this base function based on several factors (scalar vs. 

aggregate operations, expecting IN parameter, expected out parameter). See 

documentation for details. 

 

c. R.ScriptEval('kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster', [petal length] as petLen, [petal width] as petWid, [sepal length] as 

sepLen, [sepal width] as sepWid) 

The first parameter to ScriptEval is a text string that is nearly pure R syntax and is to 

be evaluated by the R engine. Let’s look at that parameter in a bit more detail… 
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i. 'kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster' 

This is quite simply the R function for performing K-means cluster analysis. 

ii. 'kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster' 

The first parameter to the Kmeans function. The cbind() function in R takes 

multiple columns in (the ‘c’ in ‘cbind’ stands for ‘column’) and joins them 

together into a dataframe (an R object roughly equivalent to a table). Since 

the kmeans() function wants a dataframe as it’s IN parameter, we use cbind 

to create one. 

iii. 'kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster' 

Each of these q${something} elements represents a field of data being 

passed from the hypercube in Qlik Sense outwards to R. The aliases used 

here are described in the next parameter (section d) below. The entire set of 

data passed to R is noted a variable defined as “q” (for Qlik) by the 

SSEtoRserve connector. Thus it is appropriate to use R’s object here (e.g. 

“q$petLen”) 

Note: The dollar sign (“$”) notation within R is used as an object oriented 

notation to refer to single attribute to a complex object. This should not be 

confused with the dollar sign notation the Qlik expression syntax uses to 

demote macro expansion (e.g. Qlik Sense variables). Since macro expansion 

happens before anything else when an expression is evaluated in Qlik 

Sense, it is possible (and very valuable, at times) to use macro expansion in 

your R code here. Caution must be taken to understand if the particular “$” 

you are looking at refers to R object notation or to Qlik macro expansion in 

the context of the expression you are working on. 

iv. 'kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3)$cluster' 

This parameter represents how many clusters we want returned. 

v. 'kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster' 

The kmeans function returns a verbose amount of text (as many R functions 

do) that is not helpful to us. All we want is the cluster number returned, so we 

again use R’s object notation to return only the property of the object we 

want. The “cluster” property is the property of the kmeans return object that 

holds just the numeric cluster number, so we use “$cluster” to return just that.  

d. R.ScriptEval('kmeans(cbind(q$petLen, q$petWid, q$sepLen, q$sepWid), 3, nstart = 

20)$cluster', [petal length] as petLen, [petal width] as petWid, [sepal length] as 

sepLen, [sepal width] as sepWid) 

The second parameter of ScriptEval is where we define what fields from Qlik Sense 

we want to pass to R. This comma delimited list of fields (or expressions, e.g. 

“Sum(Sales)”) will make up the “q” object sent to R as referenced above. Note that 

the aliases are not mandatory, but in this case, because our field names have spaces 

in them, we are using the aliases to prevent issues. These aliases are the same one 

referenced in c. iii. above. 
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Exercise 2: Air Travel (Time Series 

Decomposition) 

Objectives: 

• Create a Qlik Sense app that leverages AAI to do time series decomposition in R. 

• Practice several debugging  techniques.  

 

1. Open Qlik Sense hub and create new application. 

a. Name this app ‘Air Travel’. 

2. Add the air travel dataset to the app. 

a. Find the file ‘AirPassengers.csv within the ‘AAI Files’ directory of the AWS instance 

you are working in. 

b. Drag and drop this file to add the data to your app. 

c. Reload the app. 

3. Create a sheet a line chart showing the decomposition of 
the passengers over time time-series. 

a. Name you sheet “Time Series Decomposition”. 

b. Add a line chart object. 

c. Use ‘TravelDate’ for the dimension. 

d. Use ‘Sum(Passengers)’ for the first measure. Label that dimension as “Actual”. 

e. For the second measure use R.ScriptEval('library(dplyr);newdata<-

ts(q$Passengers,start=1,frequency=12);(decompose(newdata)$trend);', 

Sum(Passengers) as Passengers) Label this measure as “Trend”. 

f. For the third measure use R.ScriptEval('library(dplyr);newdata<-

ts(q$Passengers,start=1,frequency=12);(decompose(newdata)$seasonal);', 

Sum(Passengers) as Passengers) Label this measure as “Seasonal”. 

g. For the third measure use R.ScriptEval('library(dplyr);newdata<-

ts(q$Passengers,start=1,frequency=12);(decompose(newdata)$random);', 

Sum(Passengers) as Passengers) Label this measure as “Random”. 
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4. View Output in SSEtoRserve window. 

a. Look in the SSEtoRserve window and verify that you see the three calls to the 

decompose function and that each call returned 144 rows. 

b. If you had run into any R errors, they would also be printed here. 

c. A common error here is library not found. IF you are trying to run someone else’s 

example and have not installed all the needed R libraries to run that example, you 

should be able to see that here. Install the needed libraries as per the install 

instructions and re run the app. 

5. Use the Log to debug. 

a. Open the QMC and under ‘Configure System’ select ‘Engines’. 

b. Select your Central node and press ‘Edit’. 

c.  Under ‘Analytic connection log level’ select ‘Debug’. 

d. Navigate to your engine logs directory (typically 

C:\ProgramData\Qlik\Sense\Log\Engine\Engine) and open the most recent SSE log 

(something like {machinename}_SSE_Engine_{today’s date}) and view the logged 

output. 

e. Change the log setting back to ‘Info’ in the QMC. 

6. Use Rserve_d to debug. 

a. Close both Rserve .exe and SSEtoRserve.exe 

b. Browse to C:\R\R-3.4.0\bin\x64 and double click on the Rserve_d.exe file that you 

placed in this directory during the install and configuration portion of the class. 

c. Double click on SSEtoRserve.exe to restart the SSetoRserve. 

d. Restart the Qlik Sense Engine Service. 

e. Go back to your Air Passengers app and refresh the page (to make sure the R 

calculations run again). 
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f. Bring the Rserve_d.exe window to the front and observe the output. Note that the 

datasets in and out are shown along with a lot of other verbose output. 

7. Write out the value of an R variable to Rserve_d.exe. 

a. In the Air Passengers sheet enter edit mode and click on the line chart to access its 

properties. 

b. Under Data � Measures open the expression for the expression you hae titled 

‘Random’. 

c. Replace the expression with this code: R.ScriptEval('library(dplyr);newdata<-

ts(q$Passengers,start=1,frequency=12);write(newdata, 

stdout());(decompose(newdata)$random);', Sum(Passengers) as Passengers) 

d. Note the additional line to write the contents of the R variable ‘newdata’ to stdout. 

e. Bring up the Rserve_d.exe window and scroll up in the window text and verify that the 

contents of newdata have been written out.  

 

8. Write out the value of an R variable to a file to view in R or 
RStudio. 

a. In the Air Passengers app again access the properties of the line chart and edit the 

formula for the expression labeled ‘Random’.  

b. Replace the expression with this code: R.ScriptEval('library(dplyr);newdata<-

ts(q$Passengers,start=1,frequency=12);save(newdata,file="~/newdata.rda");(decomp

ose(newdata)$random);', Sum(Passengers) as Passengers) 

c. Note the additional line to write the contents of the R variable ‘newdata’ out to a 

newdata.rda file. 

d. Browse to your My Documents directory and verify that the file newdata.rda was 

written out. 

e. Start R (the actual R application, not Rserve) and run the following line of code: 

load("~/newdata.rda") 

f. You have loaded the data from newdata.rda into your R session. Now to see the 

contents of the newdata variable in this R session, simply type the name of the 

variable at the command prompt and pressenter: newdata 
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